Critical assessment of side-chain conformational space sampling procedures designed for quantifying the effect of side-chain environment.
We introduce a family of procedures designed to sample side-chain conformational space at particular locations in protein structures. These procedures (CRSP) use intensive cycles of random assignment of side-chain conformations followed by minimization to determine all the conformations that a group of side-chains can adopt simultaneously. First, we consider a procedure evolving in the dihedral space (dCRSP). Our results suggest that it can accurately map low-energy conformations adopted by clusters of side-chains of a protein. dCRSP is relatively insensitive to various important parameters, and it is sufficiently accurate to capture efficiently the constraint induced by the environment on the conformations a particular side-chain can adopt. Our results show that dCRSP, compared with molecular dynamics (MD), can overcome the problem of the limited set of conformations reached in a reasonable amount of simulations. Next, we introduce procedures (vCRSP) in which valence angles are relaxed, and we assess how efficiently they quantify the conformational entropy of side-chains in the protein native state. For simple peptides, entropies obtained with vCRSP are fully compatible with those obtained with a Monte Carlo procedure. For side-chains in a protein environment, however, vCRSP appears of limited use. Finally, we consider a two-step procedure that combines dCRSP and vCRSP. Our tests suggest that it is able to overcome the limitations of vCRSP. We also note that dCRSP provides a reasonable initial approximation. This family of procedures offers promise in quantifying the contribution of conformational entropy to the energetics of protein structures.